The Findability

Formul

Draw Customers to Your
Website – When They Are
Ready To Buy!

To succeed in any business, you have to attract the right customers and persuade
them to buy. But on the Internet, people only see what the search engines point to,
and competition for top spots is ﬁerce. So how do you ensure that your business
gets found when prospects are searching for solutions? Your head will be buzzing
with new ideas and a greater understanding of how search engines ﬁnd you,
including what tangible steps you can take to direct a successful online marketing
campaign.
This presentation is about the underlying strategy, tactics and tools you can use to
successfully market your business and get found online, through a combination of
strategies such as SEO, PPC and Social Media. This is the Findability Formula – a
holistic approach to dominating search results and market share online.

This
presentation
will cover:
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How to be found online— and what to do
if you aren’t!
Finding your top performing keywords to
optimize your site
The keys to Pay Per Click Advertising
Using Social Media successfully

Search Engine expert Heather Lutze
has cracked the code for driving the
right online customers to your virtual
door – when they are ready to buy!
Heather draws back the curtain and
reveals what web developers and
computer nerds should know but
probably don’t!

ASK YOUR AUDIENCE THIS
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Are you ready to serge past your sales estimates with a website that delivers
amazing online results?
Do you want your company to be found on page one of search results?
Are you frustrated that your competition shows up on page one of Google
search results but you don't?

If they answered “Yes” to any of these questions, you are in exactly the right
place!
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Since 2002, Heather Lutze has presented in the US, Canada, UK and the South
Paciﬁc to groups like Vistage International and toured with Anthony Robbins. A
Certiﬁed Speaking Professional, she excels at turning what can be a somewhat dry
topic into a fun, empowering and inspiring learning experience.
Her past successes included working at Yahoo, helping clients to dominate the web
with pay-per-click advertising. She founded and sold her own agency and now is a
Search Engine Optimization expert, and creator of the renowned Findability
Formula, causing an SEO buzz wherever she goes.

Her books, Marketing Espionage: How to Spy on Yourself, Your Prospects and Your
Competitors to Dominate Online, The Findability Formula and Thumbonomics
have gotten rave reviews and helped thousands of people get their businesses
found!
Book Heather today and wow your audience with an experience that will keep
empowering them long after the presentation!

I had the pleasure of working with Heather at HR Summit & Expo Asia 2017. Heather was one of our Plenary
speakers whom the crowd found to be very engaging and a speaker who presents with passion and humour.
She clearly knows her subject matter very well and is able to communicate her knowledge to the audience in a
very articulate, informative and concise manner.
Emma Dean, Events Director, HR ASIA
We gave Heather a group of business owners and a good Internet connection, and she gave us an eyeopening, thought-provoking presentation on the essential need for reliable online intelligence. After her
presentation, the buzz in the room was palpable and discussion was robust, as all of our attendees learned
new, actionable strategies
Dan Marx, Specialty Graphic Imaging Association
As Managing Director of Meyer Corporation US, I often use such speakers to measure how well my team and I
are doing in managing such important topics. It was clear right away, there was much we could learn and
implement from Heather right away to make us better in our SEO efforts.
Darrin Johnson, Managing Director, Meyer.com

